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our common purpose
Our vision is of a world in which no parent is isolated and
all parents are supported to build a strong society.
Our mission is to support parents through the first 1,000
days to have the best possible experience of pregnancy,
birth and early parenthood.
We do this through three interconnected aims:
• Sharing knowledge – we provide evidence-based information for
parents online and face-to-face to give every parent the chance to
make informed decisions.
• Creating networks – we support parents to build networks through our
333 branches across the UK, forging vital, often lifelong friendships.
• Harnessing voices – we campaign on the issues that matter most to
families throughout their first 1,000 days.
Since 1956, we have supported millions of women and parents through
birth and early parenthood, while also securing major advances in
professional practice and public policy.
Yet we know that many more people could benefit from NCT than do now.
And we know we can do more to support parents after the birth of
their child.
So now we are committed to going further, and building on and not away
from our roots.
To do this, we are committed to #ourNCTstory, our highly ambitious
10-year strategy to reach all parents across the first 1,000 days.
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I never expected to find friendship when I
volunteered for my first Nearly New Sale. I was
in the darkest days of postnatal depression but
hadn’t yet acknowledged it myself. I have realised
that volunteering can bring pride and self-esteem
when you’re at an all-time low.

“

“

NCT volunteer:

parents supporting parents
At our core we are a movement of parents
supporting parents.
Our amazing network of 5,600 volunteers give their time and enthusiasm
to supporting new parents every week across the country. They run
parent drop-ins, fundraising events, Baby First Aid courses and much
more. They listen, they support, they campaign, they make things happen.
This work makes an enormous difference to thousands of parents, their
families and communities.
Our 800 practitioners provide practical and emotional support for
expectant and new parents before and after their baby arrives.
Our breastfeeding counsellors and peer supporters support mums
with feeding their babies. And each year more students train with us
to become practitioners of the future.
Our 230 members of staff work with NCT volunteers and practitioners
to support parents right across the UK. They do this by providing
evidence-based information on our website, by helping parents to access
support and services, and by driving positive change for parents through
our policy, campaign and research work.
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#ourNCTstory –
a 10-year view
In order to fulfil our ambition of supporting all parents
across the first 1,000 days, we need to create a mass and
mainstream movement of parents supporting parents to
have the best possible experience of pregnancy, birth and
early parenthood.
To achieve this, we have committed to five core goals for the
decade ahead:
• Strengthening our core work in antenatal education and infant feeding.
• Increasing our reach into less affluent communities and to parents at
greater risk of social isolation.
• Expanding the scope of work we provide to parents postnatally.
• Modernising our public image to ensure we are seen as consistently
relevant and trusted in all sections of society.
• Building a stronger organisation to support our incredible
movement of volunteers, practitioners and staff.
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#ourNCTstory –
pace and focus 2019-22
Our ambition means we must
try to do three things at once:
increase and expand

grow
NCT

strengthen, build,
modernise

#ourNCT
story
improve
NCT

run
NCT

core business:
100,000 parents attending classes
333 local branches
5,600 volunteers, 800 practitioners and 230 staff
£15m turnover
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#ourNCTstory –
balance of work
The balance of work continues to be focused on
strengthen and build in this period:

grow

improve

increase
ex p a n d

s t re n g t h e n

modernise

build

run
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#ourNCTstory –
story so far...
2016-17 was a foundational year in which we built our
strategy and began the key work of building a stronger
organisation to support what we do.
• We focused on developing and agreeing our common purpose
and #ourNCTstory across our movement through thousands of
conversations – one clear vision and goals for the decade ahead.
• We chose to change the way we sell membership and to make it more
transparent to parents.
• We reduced our costs, bringing teams together into three rather than
six departments, supported by a new executive team.
• We updated our reserves policy to provide greater clarity and balance
prudence with investment in strategy.
• We developed a new safeguarding policy and procedure to ensure the
safeguarding of parents and their babies is central to our work.
• We created a new complaints procedure so that complaints are dealt
with systematically and we can identify trends to improve parents’
experience of NCT.
• We developed and implemented a new approach to managing risk.
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2017-18 was the first full year of delivery within
#ourNCTstory. We set a brisk but realistic pace for
achieving progress against our core goals. During this
period we focused on:
• Strengthening our core offer: by focusing on continual improvement
of our courses and venues, alongside beginning a full review of our
services for parents.
• Increasing reach and expanding scope: by working to deliver and
develop our peer support programmes, driving our mass mobilisation
campaign to improve maternal mental health, creating campaigning
tools for our volunteers so they can influence change in their local area,
and beginning our work to improve our support for NCT volunteers.
• Modernising our image: by beginning the work to upgrade our website
to make it more parent-focused, revising our online information to
make it more accessible for more parents, and improving our media
presence by building our team of relatable spokespeople.
• Building a stronger organisation: by beginning the overhaul of our
IT capability to fully support the ambition within our new strategy.
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2018-19: making progress
Impact for parents of our knowledge,
networks and voice in 2018-19:

780,000 parents supported

across the year by our 5,587 volunteers, through
750 parent support groups reaching 15,600 parents each week.

95,757 parents

30,427 parents

supported through NCT classes
by 800 practitioners.

supported to feed their babies
by our breastfeeding counsellors.

75 students qualified in 130 practitioner roles
to support parents of the future.

83% of parents who did one

87% of parents who did an

of our antenatal courses said
they felt more confident about
becoming a parent.

Early Days postnatal course
said it helped them feel less
lonely or isolated.

5,893 calls were made to our free infant

over 6,000
parents

6,959 women supported through our four

have developed
life-saving skills
through 480
Baby First Aid
courses.

feeding support line.

largest externally commissioned breastfeeding
services in Glasgow, Bradford, Peterborough
and Southampton.

348

local parents attended
Nearly New Sales organised
by volunteers, raising over £550,000.
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10 Big Pushes with

300 parents walking to combat
parental loneliness and support
#HiddenHalf raising £6,000.

75,000 new
parents engaged at
The Baby Show across
three events.

700

nearly
new and expectant parents who would
not traditionally have accessed our services gained
support through Parents in Mind and Birth and Beyond
Community Supporters (BBCS).

71% of women who accessed one-to-one support

through our Nesta-funded BBCS programme showed
improved social well-being, and 47% of women
showed improved social trust.

6.1 million visits to our website for

information on pregnancy, labour and birth
and life as a parent.

200 new
articles

researched,
written and
uploaded on
relevant topics
for expectant and
new parents.

doubled

our video-based
information
content, with the
addition of 60
new titles.

85% of women
supported
through Parents
in Mind reported
feeling less lonely
or isloated.

since December 2018 we’ve seen a

50% increase to 6,000 followers
on Instagram.

over 650 nominations received
for volunteers, practitioners and staff, with a

6,845 online votes

record-breaking
made in 2018’s NCT Stars Awards.

8 out of 10 people who attended an

#ourNCTstory event reported feeling entirely
positive and think NCT are heading in the
right direction.
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Campaigning for change in 2018-19
As part of our #HiddenHalf campaign:

6,327 supporters have signed up.
5,938 have emailed their MP.
9 have visited their MP to discuss it in person.
80 MPs and three Health Ministers are supporting the campaign.
32 MPs sponsored a debate in Parliament and 10 took part.
In January 2019, we passed an important milestone as a result of our
campaigning. NHS England announced they would be carrying out a
review of GP postnatal checks with a view to putting a funded check
dedicated to the mother’s wellbeing into the contract in 2019.
Thank you to all our supporters, stakeholders and politicians who got
behind the campaign and worked hard to make this happen.
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#ourNCTstory –
where next?
To date we have focused on a fundamental renewal and strengthening of
NCT so that we are fit to grow and better meet the needs of parents in
the future. We will continue this work in 2019-20. These are challenging
and exciting projects that, once completed, will put NCT on a strong
footing to achieve our 10-year ambition of supporting all parents
across the first 1,000 days.
In 2019-20, we will focus on four big ticket items:
1. Returning to growth so that we can invest the surplus from our
paid-for courses in programmes to support all parents.
• Long term – through ourNCTeducation ensuring there are more
practitioners where parents need them.
• Medium term – as part of ourNCTservices develop one consistent
antenatal course, as well as new products such as paid for one-to-one
support, starting with breastfeeding.
• Short-term – through focus on course, branch and membership
income with:
– Courses: our new website, new marketing materials, better use
of data for marketing, NCT Hub, projects to maximise our existing
capacity, reduce course cancellations and increase our enquiry to
booking conversion rates.
– Branches: Nearly New Sales, Baby First Aid, Gift Aid, new products.
– Membership: improve how we talk about NCT membership and
review what it means to be an NCT member so our offer is more
relevant to parents.
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2. Building a new model of education and practice – ourNCTeducation
– so that we can train more practitioners to deliver support where parents
need it and increase the diversity of our practitioner body.
3. Making our parent services fit for the future – ourNCTservices – so that
we offer the best possible support throughout the first 1,000 days. To do
this we are:
• Developing and testing one antenatal course, bringing together the
best of NCT Signature and Essentials.
• Developing paid for one-to-one postnatal services, starting
with breastfeeding.
• Beginning to plug the postnatal gap, better linking parents to our
existing follow-up support.
4. Harnessing new technology to make our services more accessible to
parents and better support our volunteers. To do this we are:
• Completing the safe transition to Parentforce, our new website and
booking journey.
• Making the most of potential for major gains in efficiency and
effectiveness in volunteer support, operations, marketing, education
and practice, and evaluation.
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equality, diversity
and inclusion
Our strategy is all about becoming more inclusive and
relevant. We want all new parents to see that NCT is
for them. We are clear that this is an area in which the
organisation can and must improve.
With an ambition to support all parents, whoever they are and wherever
they are from, we first need everyone involved in NCT to feel accepted,
welcomed and able to bring all of their talent and energy to what we do.
As part of this commitment, in December 2018 we agreed a three-year
strategic priority on equality, diversity and inclusion.
This priority focuses on four areas of work over the next three years:
• Building a better organisation: to become an employer of choice for all,
recruiting and retaining the best employees from all sections of society.
• Building a better organisation: to strengthen work practices and
culture, ensuring everyone at NCT understands, supports and is
accountable for equality, diversity and inclusion.
• Strengthen our core offer: to specifically strengthen equality,
diversity and inclusion within our education and practice.
• Modernise our image: marketing and communications to better
demonstrate our awareness of, and approach to, diversity and inclusion.
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strengthening our
core offer
To do this we are:
• Continuing to focus on quality of practice.
• Reducing significant cost and complexity in practice through
improvements to how we administer licences to practice, how
we manage assessments, and how we deliver continuing
professional development.
• Delivering operational excellence – concrete change on issues
that matter to our practitioners, including improving the quality
of our venues and reducing cancellations.
• Implementing the next release of ourNCTservices projects.
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increasing reach and
expanding scope
To do this we are:
• Sustaining and aiming to grow Parents in Mind, Birth and Beyond
Community Supporters and postnatal drop-ins.
• Growing the success of our partnerships with corporates,
commissioners, and trusts and foundations.
• Reviewing our membership offer for parents.
• Increasing and continuing to improve our free online information.
• Sustaining momentum on branch support and stabilising
branch income.
• Growing our campaigns work.
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modernising our image
To do this we are:
• Continuing to diversify and increase our print and broadcast
media reach.
• Continuing to build brand awareness digitally.
• Working together with volunteers to support local media and
brand-building.

© Steph Oliver-Beech Photography 2018

• Telling the story of change, becoming more relevant to all parents.
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building a stronger
organisation
To do this we are:
• Focusing on equality, diversity and inclusion.
• Continuing to improve our internal communications and engagement
of volunteers, practitioners and staff.
• Continuing to focus on safeguarding.
• Clarifying and embedding responsibility for health and safety.
• Building the capacity of our staff.
• Continually improving our planning and governance.
• Continuing to improve financial management.
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About Claire Maguire,
Practitioner of the Year,
NCT Stars Awards 2018

“

“

Claire is more than just a postnatal practitioner.
For many women who attend her courses, she is
the family member they don’t have to support
them through the transition to parenthood.
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#ourNCTstory –
2019-22 impact
Today, in a world very different from our foundation, we are committed to
strengthening our current offer and organisation. And we are determined
to go further. We want to reach communities who traditionally haven’t
engaged with NCT, increasing our reach in new areas. And we want to do
more to support parents postnatally, transforming the support available
across the crucial first 1,000 days.
As we enter the third year of our 10-year strategy we know there is
still much more to do. But while our ambition is great, we also think
it’s achievable.
What do we see as the impact of this work across 2019-22?
NCT will be relevant and responsive to the changing world in which we
offer support , with greater consistency and a more supported experience
for parents. More parents will be able to access the vital feeding support
they tell us they need.
We will be in a stronger position to meet parents’ needs across the UK,
with more affordable training for NCT student practitioners and growing
diversity among our student and practitioner body.
We’ll be supporting more parents across everything we do.
Our strength lies in our movement of parents, volunteers, practitioners,
staff and wider members. By working together NCT has the power to
change the world – parents supporting parents at a critical time of life.
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All parents, first 1,000 days.
A 10-year climb.
Supported by NCT practitioners,
volunteers and staff.

des2278

If not us, then who?

